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		NEF To JPG Converter

Convert NEF to JPG, PNG and More Formats in Bulk Easily! Besides the NEF format, it also supports HEIC/HEIF, HDR, DNG, NRW, ORF, RW2, RAF, CR2 and more popular raw image formats.
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Software Version: 1
 
Size: 6 MB

OS:  Win 7, Win 8, Win 10, Windows 11 or later (32/64 bit) & Windows Server




Features and Benefits of NEF To JPG Converter


	
* Convert NEF to JPG Format in Bulk

* Support HEIC/HEIF, HDR, DNG, NRW, ORF, RW2, RAF, CR2 and more RAW formats to JPG

* Output to JPG, GIF, PNG, TIF, BMP formats

* Resize output image

* Customize JPEG compressing quality

* 100% Clean

* Only 6 MB




NEF To JPG Converter is a handy NEF image converter that converts NEF (Nikon Digital SLR Camera Raw Image File) to JPG images in bulk easily. Besides the NEF format, it also supports converting HEIC/HEIF, HDR, DNG, NRW, ORF, RW2, RAF, CR2 and more raw photo formats to common computer image formats such as JPG, PNG, GIF, TIF and BMP.





NEF To JPG Converter also enables users to resize the output image size. Simply set the "Photo Resize" option to "YES" and type the output image width value in the "Width" box, and then the converted image will automatically fit the width. 




There also a small option box allows users to set the JPG/JPEG image compressing quality, so they can easily adjust the output JPG file size.
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Download NEF To JPG Converter Portable Version (ZIP format)


 

Share NEF To JPG Converter:
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Photo Formats Conversion Supported



NEF to JPG
  NEF (Nikon Digital SLR Camera Raw Image File) is a RAW photo format developed by Nikon for use with lots of Nikon cameras.


HEIC to JPG
 HEIC (High Efficiency Image Container) is an image container format created by Apple for HEIF photos. HEIC is used for Live Photos on the iOS due to its ability to store photo sequences.


HEIF to JPG
 HEIF (High Efficiency Image File) is a compressed photo format created by the Moving Picture Experts Group and it has better performance than the JPEG format.


NRW to JPG
  NEF (Nikon Digital SLR Camera Raw Image File) is a RAW photo format created by Nikon for the line of their digital cameras.


ORF to JPG
 ORF (Olympus Digital Camera Raw Image File) is a RAW photo format created by Olympus for their range of digital cameras.


RW2 to JPG
 RW2 (Panasonic Raw Image) is a RAW photo file format created by Panasonic for use in their Lumix and other digital cameras.


RAF to JPG
 RAF (Fuji Camera Raw File) is a RAW photo file format created by Fuji for use with their digital cameras.


HDR to JPG
  HDR (High Dynamic Range) is a container image format for raster photos stored in HDRsoft’s High Dynamic Range format. It is used for enhancing colors and shadows in the photos.


CR2 to JPG
  CR2 (Canon Raw Version 2 Image File Format) photos are mainly used by Canon digital cameras to store RAW uncompressed photo data. CR2 is the successor to the CRW format.


DNG to JPG
  DNG (Digital Negative Image File Format) is an image format containing photo data in a lossless RAW format. It is created by the Adobe company.







How to Batch Convert NEF to JPG in 3 Steps



NEF To JPG Converter has a straight-forward interface and allows users to convert NEF photos to JPG in a flash. Please follow the 3 steps to batch convert NEF photos to JPG images: 






1. Set the Output Format and Choose the Output Folder



Choose the output image format by clicking on the "Format" option: JPG, PNG, TIF, GIF or BMP. Then, you can click the "Output Path" link at the left bottom of the window to choose a folder you want to output the converted images to.



There also a small option box allows you to set the image compressing quality for JPG files, and next to that option you can set the output image width if you want to resize the images.
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2. Open a NEF Photo or Drag and Drop Photos onto the Window 



Drag and drop your NEF photos (or other supported format files like HEIC or HEIF etc.) you want to convert onto the window, or click the window icon to select a photo file. 






3. Start the Conversion



The converter would work immediately you drop your photos. You will find all converted images saved in the output folder you set after a few seconds.






Video Tutorial - How to Convert NEF to JPG





Coming soon....





Offline Program & 100% Clean




NEF To JPG Converter is a Windows desktop software utility works 100% offline, and it doesn't upload any of your photos or data. It only converts your photos on your local computer without installing any malware or toolbars, so your data and privacy are totally safe while converting.




Reviews:


Convert NEF Images To JPG With This Offline Image Converter - IHaveAPC


Convert Nikon's raw file format NEF to a more commonly used one like JPG - MadDownload


Seamlessly Convert NEF and more RAW Formats to JPEG Images in Batch - Profesyonelindir


	Chuyển đuôi ảnh nef sang jpg - Taimienphi
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